Critical infrastructures require precise and swift response to a local disturbance before it would spread and accumulate. To meet the demand on response time, we propose an intelligent controller with cache design. The controller stores previous decisions and rates them based on a comprehensive evaluation. With those ratings, the controller can intelligently choose the decision leading to the optimum result. Meanwhile, cache is used to further reduce the access time to the stored decisions. Speedups up to 4.7X over the former centralized infrastructures are achieved based on our hardware design and simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Critical infrastructure networks are a set of indispensable networks including water supply, oil and gas, telecommunication, electrical power, and transportation networks (1) . For example, the North American Power Grid is to some degree one large interconnected network (2) , which definitely requires reliability and security. This kind of critical infrastructure, however, tends to be interrupted by various sources, such as wear and tear, natural phenomena, and human errors (5) .
Therefore, these infrastructures have the problem of frequently spreading local disturbances throughout the entire network, which would result in wide fatal errors if not properly handled. This can be observed in the major grid blackouts in North America and Europe (2) . That is to say, reliable service is critically dependent upon the whole infrastructure' ability to respond to changeful conditions instantaneously (5) . Correspondingly, industry has made great efforts in reducing the response time to local disturbance in the critical infrastructures, via employing powerful central controller. In a central-controlled fashion, data are collected from local transmission substations and sent to a control center, where the data are processed and the control decisions are made. The process of transmission does cost some time, which is definitely considerable in the protection process. The fact is, however, this kind of delay may allow the small regional disturbance to spread and eventually cause fatal errors in much larger areas before the control center can propose the right decision and make it into action.
To overcome the disadvantage of centralized control, the decision-making capability should be placed as close to the target sub-infrastructure as possible (3) . Instead of the central controller, we are aiming at a hierarchical distributed controller design with the ability to respond more precisely, accurately, and close to the target sub-infrastructure. An approach of the distributed controller design is discussed by Moslehi et al. (4) , but they did not employ cache in their controllers. While based on our observation, cache is an essential method to improve the response time of the controller for critical infrastructures. The cache will inform the controller what to perform in a shorter period of time than central controller. Therefore, cache reduces the response time, prevents the spread of regional errors, and thus improves the robustness of the infrastructure remarkably. As a result, we propose the controllers be equipped with cache.
Furthermore, we propose that the cache should store supplemented information of decisions in it also. The supplemented information means under what conditions the decision is made and what result it shall achieve. For example, the cache in Figure 1 stores not only the actual action of Decision A but also the supplemented information associated with it, which includes that Decision A would decrease the noise level to 2%, and keep capacity and frequency at the same level as it is in the current grid. Furthermore, when a decision is actually executed, a rating of that decision will be made based on the comprehensive evaluation of the parameters of the current power grid, such as capacity, noise, frequency, etc., to indicate the impact on the performance of the actual system. The rating can also be specified by the user, if applicable. With this rating recorded in the cache, the best decision can be easily chosen. As shown in Figure 1 , if the controller is required to increase the capacity to 240 MVA, Decision A is not qualified obviously, while Decision B and C are both available. However, they are of different ratings in the current power grid. The rating of 0.99 for Decision C means it performed better than Decision B, when they were for the same purpose. In our design, Decision C is granted higher priority according to its rating in the decision-making process, even though both of them satisfy the system requirement.
We can save much time if there are frequent accesses to the cached data due to temporal locality, which means the system response time can be dramatically reduced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the cache algorithm for intelligent controller. We construct the hardware model in Section 3 and the simulation results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is presented in Section 5.
CACHE ALGORITHM
To design the cache, we need to answer the following questions first: what data should be stored in the cache and when to replace the existing data with a new one.
In general, data are stored in cache according to some form of pre-specified rules. In order to accommodate requirement of fast response for critical infrastructures, the designed cache aims at providing the controller with the optimum data in a shorter period of time.
Strategies for Data
Data are often stored in their exact original form. For example, data of a power transformer in a power grid consist of the capacity, frequency, insulation class, etc. However, when we ask such questions as what the capacity, noise and frequency was before and after the decision was made, some cache algorithm may not be able to provide an answer, or it would require going through a calculation process instead.
In this design we recommend to store the supplemented information of a decision in the cache. For a cache hit, the controller may find more than one solution available for the current demand. Some of them can be used directly, while others may have some flaws, and thus would have negative influence on the target infrastructure. In such cases, it may require adjustment by an experienced supervisor, and thus lead to a better performance than the default one calculated by software.
For a cache miss, there is still local dataset available for the controller to search for stored decisions. Furthermore, the controller also tries to process a unique or completely new request which is not stored in the dataset, and if fails, it submits the request to upper level controllers. The upper level controllers cover a larger area, and thus theoretically have more resources to meet the requests. In case of inability, they submit upward further.
As we specified earlier, it is easy to rate a decision based on a comprehensive evaluation on the parameters of the critical infrastructures. Please note that such rating for a decision is unique for the targeted infrastructure, because the configuration of the targeted infrastructure may not be the same as others.
Strategies for Store
In this part, we describe the strategy for storing data into the cache. We need to make the assumption that for an intelligent controller, it mainly serves a designated area of the infrastructure, for example, the power grid supporting Engineering Center at FIU. Hence the requests are predicable. It wouldn't be surprise to observe that the load increases between 8AM and 10PM, especially between 12PM and 8PM, when many lectures are on-going. Therefore, the controller is more likely to make decisions related to increasing load during that period.
Let us consider the basic rule for selecting an item from the database and put it in the cache: where Probability(i,t 0 ) is the probability for Decision[ ] at time instance t 0 , which means in a time slice, there is probability for a decision requested by the controller. And rating [i] and rating [j] are their ratings respectively. The probability varies as time flows, and we cache the decisions with higher probabilities.
At the very beginning, the probability depends on the central database, and as time goes by, it switches to rely on the local dataset. A single intelligent controller accumulates its own dataset when it controls a subset of the whole infrastructures. For example, it records the rating for different decisions, the probability of future requests from the load, etc.
Here we employ a hierarchical decision-making process:
• First, in the best scenario, the decision to be made is cached already, and hence the process to make a decision almost costs no time. Furthermore, the decision may be verified and adjusted by an experienced supervisor, which would be of even higher chance to achieve a better performance.
• Second, in some worse cases that the decision is not cached, the controller accesses its local private dataset, and even processes the request on its own ability.
• Third, if the previous two means fail, the controller submits the request upward. Let's take a power grid as an example. As shown in Figure 2 , at 2PM the expected load is 200MVA, which represents a 100% increase from the load of 12PM. It may due to a great load that usually attached to the power grid between 12PM and 2PM. If the grid does not respond to the capacity change in a short time, other loads in the grid will suffer from energy short. For example, it may lead to computer shut-down, and hence causing scientific simulations terminated without saving data. In our design, the intelligent controller caches the data that are more likely required for increasing the capacity of the power grid. As a result, it can respond to the capacity change in a shorter time than the one without cache.
Strategies for Replacement
Cache replacement happens due to the resources and demands in the sub-infrastructure change upon time.
For example, in a Least Recently Used (LRU) algorithm, the recently accessed cache entry replaces less recently referenced one (7) . It actually takes advantage of temporal locality, but here we replace the data in cache not based on the time stamp, but based on the probability. The designed cache only stores those data that are more likely to be used by the controller. Probability changes over time. In the algorithm we proposed above, we always select the decision with the highest probability and put it into the cache.
For example, given the controller in charge of the power grid, its expected load is shown in Figure 2 . At 8AM, the decisions that increase the capacity of the power grid are with higher probability than those decreasing the capacity, or reducing the noise. It is the opposite situation at 9PM, and the cache contents should be replaced by decisions related to decreasing the load. This can be achieved by periodically checking with the upper controller or central controller to update the content of its local dataset.
Furthermore, we also have to make another assumption that the controller always tries to make an optimum decision, which actually based on the rating system. Therefore, when we want to replace an item, we also take the rating into consideration. 
Data Redundancy
Li et al. (6) has proposed a method to optimize storage usage and we incorporate this philosophy into our design. Li et al. considered an example as following:
It is obvious that Decision[i] will contain more redundancy than Decision[j] if both of them could meet the criteria. To solve this problem, Li et al. (6) proposed to store not only the projection attributes, but also the condition attributes in the semantic region. However, they did not specify what necessary attributes are for critical infrastructures, and thus may also lead to redundant attributes in cache. We propose the supplement information should be stored in the cache entries, and the information consists of the attributes for the decisions. Combined with the probability and the rating system, the redundant data are greatly reduced from the cache, providing higher efficiency of storage use.
HARDWARE MODEL
We use the hardware description language Verilog to implement the intelligent controller with cache design. Verilog is a language that could be recognized by the hardware platform, and has already been widely used in the industry by professional hardware engineers. Fig. 3 Architecture of the system Figure 3 shows the hardware architecture of the system. There is a stimulator at the front side. The stimulator is used to simulate the critical infrastructures generating requests and collecting feedback. There are N lower controllers and M upper controllers and M is smaller than N. In this implementation, we only consider two layers. In fact there may be more layers in complex infrastructures than in the simulation environment.
Every controller has a cache embedded in it. The depth of cache is configured as two which represents two of the highest probability decisions. In real cases, the depth of the cache varies according to the characteristics of the critical infrastructure.
The whole system is controlled by a Finite State Machine (FSM), as displayed in Figure 4 . It has five states: Idle, which means that the hardware waits for requests; Fetch Cache, which means that the controller will gather the needed data from cache; Upload, which means that the lower controller will send requests to the upper controller; Process, which means that the lower controller could process the request by itself; Finish, which means that the request has been completed already. As the state changes, the system will perform different actions. In the Idle state, we use the parameter "Waiting" to decide whether to remain in Idle or enter the next state. When Waiting is one, the FSM enters the Fetch Cache state where we can go to three different states. We use "Cache Hit" and "Cache Miss" to decide the next state. When Cache Hit is one, then the FSM enters the Finish state. When the Cache Miss is one, however, there are still two circumstances. We set our rules that when the requests are simple operations that could be processed by the lower controller itself, the FSM enters the Process state; on the contrary, when the requests are complicated operations that could not be processed by the lower controller, it will be sent to the upper controller. At this moment the FSM enters to the Upload state.
We set different timers for different states to transition, for example: 5 cycles for Process state and 30 cycles for Upload state. When there is a cache hit, the controller will directly fetch the data from the cache, of course it will cost least time. When there is a cache miss, but the lower controller can still process the request itself, it will cost a little bit more time.
Correspondingly it requires most time to upload a request.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation, three simple operations and three complicated operations are created to form an operation repository. Then data and operations are imported through the designed infrastructure to get the results. The rate of the cache hit could be controlled by varying the input data and operations.
The number of requests the controller can process in one million cycles is calculated to measure the performance. The worst case happens when there is always cache miss. It is slightly different from the case without cache, because cache miss also gives the system a penalty of searching the cache. In our simulation the number of requests it can process with forever cache miss and then uploading is considered as the base case, and other cases are normalized based on it. Here we only consider the extreme circumstances that the controller will self-process all the requests or upload all of them to an upper controller. When the controller has the ability to self-process all the requests, it is not necessary for the controller to upload request. It saves time for the whole system, because it costs less time to self-process than to upload. In our simulation, for the case of forever cache miss and selfprocessing, the system processes 2.9X more requests than the case of always cache miss and uploading. Figure 5 shows the corresponding speedup when cache hit rate varies from 38%, 51% to 66%. For the always uploading upon cache miss case, we achieve the speedups of 1.4X, 1.7X and 2.1X respectively. It proves that the cache is a meaningful method to improve the system response time. Furthermore, as we proposed, the controller is equipped with selfprocessing ability. For the case that the controller always self-processes the request upon a cache miss, we achieve the speedup of 3.4X, 3.6X, and 3.9X respectively. In reality, given the fact that the controller only controls a designated area and the requests it receives cannot be total random, when a cache miss happens, some of the requests will be selfprocessed by the lower controller and others are uploaded, so the speedup under this situation will be located somewhere in between the two extreme circumstances we simulated. There is an ideal situation that is hardly true in the reality, in which the cache hit always happens. In the simulation, it is the ideal case when the requests are limited under the ability of the cache. That is to say, cache can store every data in the whole process, and there is no need for the controller to access the dataset, or upload a request after the cache is filled. So both cases generate the same speedup of 4.7X, which can be deemed as the upper bound for our design.
CONCLUSION
Critical infrastructures have become increasingly complex and thus require response in a short time with little tolerance. In this paper we present an intelligent controller with cache design for critical infrastructures. The distributed controller costs less time for a decision to be made. We can also save much time due to frequent access to the cached data. Furthermore, the controller rates the decisions based on a comprehensive evaluation, and the probability values are also stored in the database in company with other supplement information. Therefore the controller intelligently learns to optimize its controlling process from the previous experiences.
Because of the intelligent controller with cache that we design in this study, the local disturbances are limited to a smaller area and lower level, which meets the demands of critical infrastructures. Hardware implementation and simulation of the controller design are performed using Verilog HDL language. The result of the simulation proves the processing capability plays an essential role in the response time of the control system, and cache is able to improve the distributed control system further. A speedup of the intelligent controller with cache for critical infrastructure up to 4.7X is demonstrated as the results of our simulation, which is an essential map for further evaluation on a control system in critical infrastructures.
Although different kinds of critical infrastructures share a lot in common, there are still some differences. Further research may benefit by studying a specific type of critical infrastructures. Furthermore, it is promising to optimize the security of the communication processes among the distributed controllers.
